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Celebrate AASU Day
Was a Huge Success
The AASU campus was converted students enjoy the fun.
For those of you who had to remain
into a huge Fall Festival for all to enjoy
on Thursday, October 10th. There were in class, you had plenty of company, so
games, free give-a-ways, and music and don't feel like you were the only one. Af
chilli designed to meet the tastes of ev ter all, the main mission of AASU is to
educate first, but the entertainment sure
eryone on campus.
Chilli cookers were amazed at how went over well and there are plans to have
quickly the chilli was selling, despite the a similar event next year, and maybe even
fact that free hot dogs, cokes and candy something a bit smaller during homecom
were being distributed at the same time. ing week this winter.
For those of you who couldn't or
Many organizations ran out of chilli by
mid afternoon, but that didn't dampen the wouldn't enjoy the festivities, an updated
spirits of late comers who brought their
ducld^rg^at'fentoeTinTe^oftte Excellent, Man! AASU rocked to music, great food and fun. We need to do this more often!
children, dogs and friends to join in the
best booth and best chilli were announced
celebration.
The day began early for student or and if you were anywhere on campus, you
ganizations and departmental booth couldn't have missed the cannon going off
workers, as they arrived laden with crock about 15 minutes earlier than the Inkwell
pots full of chilli and an assortment of informed everyone that it would.
Best Chilli for a student organization: Physical Therapy Club
We're behind deadline, so can't give
booth decorations and information to
Best Chilli tor a College Unit:
Math and Computer Science
complete coverage of all that went on, but
give away.
Many had to skip class to set up their we're planning a special pictorial pullout
Best Decorated Booth:
Lane Library
booths and participate, but some instruc to showcase everyone who worked so
tors actually took the day off and let their hard to make this event a success! Thanks!

The Winners:

10 7© Restocking Fee at Bookstore leads
students to demand investigation.
By BJ English
"Why are they charging a that at ten cents a page, the book error in the textbook list or the
text is optional, the student would
10% restocking fee? Don't they is cheaper to copy than to buy,
not be charged the 10% fee for
but
this
is
not
the
real
reason
for
get enough of our money al
returning the book.
implementing
the
unpopular
fees.
ready?"
"Some publishers are charg
Bookstore employees re
"It's totally unfair. I can take
ing
a
restocking fee. The book
fused
to
talk
with
the
Inkwell
staff
the book back and put it on the
store
has
to pay freight for all
shelf for free if they want me to!" about the issue and were directed
books
going
to and from the pub
to
the
manager,
who
also
refused
These and similar comments
are heard frequently as students to discuss the matter and sug lishers and has been losing
express their views about the gested we speak with someone in money... this is what the fee is for;
it does not cover the staff's time
AASU bookstore's newly imple the business office.
to reshelve the book."
After
several
phone
calls,
we
mented 10% restocking fee on all
According to this employee,
were finally able to reach some
newly returned books.
the
bookstore has been losing
one
who
agreed
to
discuss
the
A student recently com
plained to the Student Govern matter, but asked to remain money on returned books that
must be sent back to the publisher,
ment Association (SGA) office anonymous.
yet many students question why
According
to
this
business
that an employee in the bookstore
said the fee was being charged office employee, the 10% fee was a new book would need to be re
because so many students were implemented as a necessity to turned to the publisher, especially
buying the books, copying the prevent the bookstore from los when the same class it is being
used for, is taught all four quar
pages and returning the books ing money on returned books.
"Really, the only students ters.
expecting to get a full refund
The student government has
this [the 10% restocking fee] ap
back.
Such a practice, while not plies to are those dropping a been approached by students who
common place, is one of the ways course and taking the book back. feel that the fee is an unnecessary
in which students have been try We're not going to punish the stu means of making students pay for
ing to level the score against the dent. They can appeal. I realize bookstore expenses. An investi
gation is ongoing and we will
bookstore, which for years has that everything is not exact."
According to the business continue to update you as new
claimed that it is the publishers
who profit from the steep prices office employee , if there is an information comes in.
and not themselves, \
While it is illegal to copy

Bnccllor Ponch unveils new compass logo for AASU. Indica,,„fte
i where AS C/AASU has been and what il musl never ose.
sao

nave discovered

Next Issue: Get the real scoop on Financial Aid Problems/
Find out what the Journalism class discovered about the 10%
restocking feel Plus more photos of the AASU Celebration

editorial
Why Yes, We do
have Spell Check
My apologies to Robert
Poole. Just recently, a student
popped his head through the
office entrance with a copy of
the Inkwell in hand and que
ried, "Do you use Spell
Check?"
Being rather sensitive
about this issue, I replied,
"Well, yes we do, but some
things do slip past us."
It was at this point that the
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student handed me a copy of
the October 3rd issue of the
Inkwell containing the opin
ions article written by Robert
Poole.
There were only about 20
or so spelling errors, a few
split words, and uncapitalized
letters which the student had
very carefully marked through
in black ink.
Needless to say, I was a
bit embarrassed as, if I re
member correctly (which I
rarely do), I had been the one
who had typed and proof read

the article before it went in the
paper.1 could have sworn I
used spell check, as I am
mildly dyslexic and frequently
type in tongues (i.e.: only God
can interpret what it means).
Unfortunately, I rarely re
read an article after spell check
ing it and pasting it in the pa
per unless it is my own. I try
very hard not to offend anyone
I am not intentionally trying to
offend, but I do make stupid
mistakes from time to time.
For instance,the other day I ac
cidentally "shot a bird" at

President Burnett, during the
AASU Celebration but I don't
think he noticed.
I was intently clutching a
bag of cookies as the President
strolled by and waved in our
direction. Not wishing to be
rude, I waved back, only my
hand was so tightly wrapped
around the cookies, that my
middle finger was the only free
finger that came out to wave...
I apologize to both Roberts
for the careless work my fin
gers have wrought and wish
to assure them that neither of

the incidents were done in
tentionally.
Ramona Harmon and Jo
Lloyd have volunteered some
of their "free" time to help
proof read the next issue for
us.
In the mean time, if any
one knows where I can buy a
speak and think check, please
let me know. It would save a
lot of time on apologies.
Sorry, fellas! I'll be more
dillijent next time, (and, for
those who can't take a joke, I
meant to do that....)
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Visit NationsBank And Ask About Student Banking.
It's Cheaper Than A Shrink.
Open a Student Banking account and receive a coupon book
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NationsBank Corporation subsidiary hanks are members FlUC C/99S NationsBank Corporation

bi-weekly, five times during the Fall,
Winter and Spring Quarters on alternate
Wednesdays. Copies are available in dis
tribution boxes throughout the campus or
can be subscribed to by mail for $24 a
year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments for improvement providedthat
they are clearly written or typed. All let
ters submitted for publication must be
signed and a phone number should be
provided for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public an
nouncements, press releases, etc. Suchin
formation will be published free of charge
at the discretion of the editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not neces
sarily express the opinions of anyone
other than the person who has written
them and are not to be taken as a reflec
tion upon the views of the faculty, ad
ministrators, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.

opinions
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Poole picks Clinton
to win at the poles.
Who will be the next
president? That's a pretty
much a gimme. Bill Clinton
will win reelection ina land
slide. Bob Dole and Ross
Perot both love America.
Unfortunately, that one ob
vious characteristic will not
be enough to win. I hope
Bob Dole is feeling better
after falling off that podium.
At least he was on the p o
dium. Ross Perot won't be
able to get on the podium
unless he wins his lawsuit,
and then he will need his
booster seat. A person
would probably think that
I'm a Democrat after read
ing this far. I'm actually an
undeclared partier. Bill
Clinton probably isn't the
best, but he is the best
choice. America shouldn't
bite off her nose to spiteher
face. Bob Dole is like a
boxer who stayed
an amaJ

people work in a career.
Ross Perot has no business
in the White House. He
probably throws away more
money than Bill Clinton
makes. That would be an
other political characteristic
in his favor, wouldn't you
say? Even though I think
that Dole and Perot are both
wasting their time and
money, I do admire their
dedication and determina
tion. Michael Douglas
should run for president.
Ross Perot probably thinks
he is like thatfamous turtle,
and Bob Dole probably
thinks he is like Rudy. Yep,
Bob Dole justmight get car
ried off the field alright. So,
as the famous Miller Lite
beer commercial says, Vot
ing is good! What do you
get
when you cross a
_
crooked politician with a
crooked lawyer?...Chelsea.

American
Academy of
Pediatrics
STOP Gun Violence

Legalizing Drugs Not
Logical says Williams

(NAPS)—Every day, 15 Amer- _ T
. ,
ican children and teens die in
Lone Williams
gun-related homicides, suicides A Copy of a pamphlet advo-

r,„7p" r rating the legalization of
drugs recently reached my
eyes thr0Ugh the extensive

nently disabled. The American
Academy of Pediatrics and the
C e n t e r t o P r e v e n t H a n d g u n
Violence are taking steps to prevent firearm injury. Parents can
help.

J

/

-

J

I

T

clutter of my desk. It con
tained the following three
points:
1.) Everyone who does
not want to use drugs does
not.
2.) Everyone who wants
to use drugs already does.
3.) Drugs are every
where.
At first glance this may
seem to lead tothe "logical"
conclusion that drugs
should be legalized. It
Academy of Pediatrics call upon would Save the United

parents to think about the impor- States money from funds
tance of preventive health care.
Join us during Child Health expended to stop drugs and
Month this year as we again pjace funds in the budget
speak out against violence. Here £
_TT„ T
are a few tips to help us place from tax revenues. BUI 1
solutions
before problems.
have several points torefute
_~ Keep
guns away from
chiidren^The safest thing is not t'ie legalization of drugs
keep a gun in the home But, if
1.) Everyone who does
. . .
y o u k e e p o n e , u n l o a d i t a n d l o c k i t not want tomurder doesn't;
teur SO lo ng that he is un- If you have an opinion, let away. Separate the ammunition.
able to go pro. He was a me know. Robert Poole Jr.
' Make sure children know everyone who wantsto mur

Senator longer than most

not to touch or handle arms.

Teach kids that if they come across
a gun, they should not touch it and
that they should immediately get
help from an adult.
• Talk about guns and vio
lence. Teach kids that anger and
fear can be expressed without
using weapons. Teach them to
choose.... unfortunately we talk about feelings rather than act

Choosing the lesser of
two evils?

By BJ English
I don't know about the
rest of you, but I'm almost
ready to vote for Mickey
Mouse for President.
Clinton puts up a good
front, but like O.J. Simpson,
everybody thinks he's guilty
of something. "Kiss my
boo-boo or I'm gonna cry"
Bob is living proof of your
mom's warning, "if you
don't stop grimacing at me,
your face is going to freeze
in that position.
To think that th ese two
men are the only "qualified"
people to run the United
States government is pretty
frightening.
At least in Cuba, they
have to put up with Castro,
but w e have a democracy
here. We h ave the right to

haven't got much to choose
from.
Those people who
would be good presidents
won't because they value
their families and persona l
lives, or can't because they
don't have enough money
and prestige to make it
through the primaries.
You have to wonder
what the United States
would be like if we could
elect the betterof two goods,
instead of the lesser of two
evils.
Is there little wonder
why people do not exercise
their right to vote. It's kind
of like voting to have stale
bread or slimy vegetables
for dinner. Neither is too
appealing.

them out-

der already does; and mur
der is everywhere. Should
we therefore legalize mur
der?
2.) If everyone who
does not want to use drugs
doesn't, why do rehabilita
tion clinics exist?

3.) If we legalize drugs,
what would that d o to the
phamacutical and medical
industry? No more pre
scriptions required fo r ev
erything from codeine to
high blood pressure medica
tion to epinephrin to birth
control. How would the
common lay person know
the complications inherent
in mixing these drugs?
4.) By legalizing drugs
we will cause the amount of
drug related crime to in
crease. Any money saved
from legalizing drugs will
not equal the amount
needed to fight drug related
crime.
I realize that my logic is
almost as simplistic as the
logic of those advocating
the legalization of dmgs, but
we as a society define the
limits of what is acceptable
within our society. We do
not know what caused the
fall of the ancient Roman
civilization, but perhaps
they redefined what was
acceptable in society to in
clude gorging oneself on
food and vomiting in a spe
cial place called a
vomitorium.
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Browsing the Internet: all
the news you need to know
and then some...
By Anslee Willett
If you have some spare
time, consider browsing the
Internet. This can be done
at the GALILEO terminals
in the library or at the computer lab in Ashmore Hall
(formerly Health Professions). Some people, however, prefer the GALILEO
terminals because they have
multimedia capability,
Nonetheless, both locations
have access to the Internet,
There is an unimaginable amount of information
on the Internet, which
people are unaware of. It
only takes a little browsing
for someone to discover
such information, so give it
a try if you already haven't,
Newspapers, such as
USA Today and The Irish
Times, are on the Internet,
You can also find cajun,
mexican, and kosher recipes. If you have a friend
who you've lost touch with,
you can use a USA tele-

poems and short stories.
The Internet even provides
air fares and allows you to
purchase tickets,
An advantage of the
Internet is that you don't
necessarily need to know
the address of the page you
would like to visit. Simply
go to: http://www.yahoo.
com and use the search option. For example, if you
would like to finda particular newspaper, you can enter the name of the paper or
enter newspaper. It will
display its findings for you.
If you have difficulty
using the Internet, don't
hesitate to ask a library or
computer lab assistance for
help— that's what they're
there for.
Whether you're interested in sport scores, business, or pets, you can find
information about them on
the Internet. Just take some
time to browse it. You
should expect to find some

Red Ribbon
Week

The state of Georgia will celebrate "Red Ribbon Week October 23 - 31, 1996.
The purpose of this event is to provide alcohol/drug education to the
communities of the state.
Armstrong Atlantic State University will celebrate Red Ribbon Week October
28 - November 1, 1996. The Office of Alcohol/Drug Education has scheduled
several activities (subject to change) for the campus. If y ou would like to help
out with any of the activities listed below, contact Gary Guillory at 927-5271.
Monday, October 28

Hand out red ribbons and alcohol/drug education
materials on campus (12 noon) and at the
Savannah Mall (5 p.m.)

Tuesday, October 29

Demonstration by K-9 team from Ft. Stewart,
Georgia (1-2 p.m., water fountain)

Wednesday, October 30

Cook-out and volleyball for students living in the
residence halls (4 p.m., field behind cafeteria)

Thursday, October 31

"Moctkail Party", Comedian, Halloween costume
contest (prizes: bicycle, $50, and $25) (12 noon,
cafeteria)

Friday, November 1

The big "Sports Bottles" give away. The first 200
people to show up to view the movie "Twister" at
The Great College Dive-in Movie will receive a free
sports bottle (8 p.m., parking lot near AASU Sports
Center)

phone directory to try and odd information, though. I

locate the person (you simply enter his name and a
state or city, if you know it),
You can also view literary
magazines, which contain

once came across a pay
phone directory that listed
phone numbers for over a
thousand pay phones across
the country.

Remember, "Real Life Is Drug Free"!!!

Tired of Using "Snail Mail"?
By Anslee Willett
Do you know that as
an Armstrong student you
have access to an e-mail
account? With this ac
count, you can e-mail
friends at other colleges
or family across thecoun
try or world who also
have e-mail accessibility.
I even e-mail afriend who
is teaching in Russia for
a few months. E-mail is
quick and convenient, and
the best thing i s that it's
FREE!
You don't have to be
a "computer nerd" to
work the e-mail program
either. A few clicks of the

mouse, a log-in name, Jenkins Hall (if you face
and a password is all it the library, it 's the build
takes.
ing to the left) to get your
To obtain an e-mail account. After entering
account you must have a Jenkins, take a right and
validated student i.d., go through the double
which can be done at the doors to the Computer
main desk of the Student Center, which is open
Activities Office on the Monday - Friday from
first floor of the Memo 8:15 a.m. - 5 p.m.
rial College Center (in the
You can use your esame building as the caf mail account in the Aca
eteria). If you need to get demic Computer Lab cur
a student i.d. made, one rently located in Ashmore
can be made on Tuesdays Hall, room 224. The ac
from 11 a.m. -1 p.m. and count will be available to
4 p.m. - 6 p.m. in the you as long as you attend
MCC as well.
AASU, so enjoy it and
Once you have a vali take advantage of it while
dated i.d., head over to you can.

Kid's Nite Out!
Fall Festival &
Halloween Carnival
Saturday October 26
from 6-9 p.m. ^
Where: MMC Lobby
What: Free Child Sitting 6-9
for all AASU students, faculty and
staff. Costume contest for kids at
7 p.m. Prizes to 1st, 2nd and 3rd
place winners. Bring a plastic
pumpkin or bag for free candy and
prizes.
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Creative Procrastination Needed: Water Fountain
By Rev. Chris Fuller
tape machines so they Mark in the calendar events,
We all put off what would record, but my friend dates, appointments, etc...
needs to be done some Tony was a genius. In no Second, create short lists of
times. Procrastination time, we had spiced up all tasks in your calendar that
seems to be programmed the lesson tapes for French you want to complete that
into our psyches, so why 101. Monsieur Comer, the day. If your list is grandi
fight it? Here is a simple set French professor, was not ose and you fail to complete
of suggestions to make time impressed with our little your list by day's end, re
lost an experience gained. handiwork, but interest in peated discouragement will
There is nothing like a long the lab did pick up suddenly. lead to you never making a
paper or hard test to raise the Our procrastination had list. So, get a portable cal
procrastination process to given us some hands on ex endar and make achievable
new levels. Please DO perience with electrical sys to-do lists in the calendar.
Finally, procrastination
NOT TRY these tricks at tems.
Some friends of mine is rarely a simple, straight
home. You could be ar
turned
procrastination into a forward phenomenon.
rested, hurt, sued or all
three! Procrastination does "fine" art. One group orga Some folks procrastinate for
not have to be an attitude; it nized "table jumping." reasons unknown to them
can be a way of life and Their objective was to get selves. Procrastination
from one side of the college sometimes occurs because
death!
My dad enjoyed pro library to the other without we are determined to not
crastinating in college. He touching the floor. These allow work, class or some
and his buddies removed the guys made some incredible one else to control our lives.
wheels off a friend's MG (a leaps! The librarians never Procrastination is a symp
small car) and carried it into did figure out why the tables tom of depression, low selfthat fellow's room. Then in the library were con esteem, and/or fear of fail
they put the wheels back on. stantly breaking and crack ure. Unfortunately, the pro
Can you imagine his sur ing. Other friends orga crastination usually ex
prise when he opened the nized "bed ballet" perfor acerbates these feelings and
door to his room? mances. It was difficult, but makes the problem(s)
"Hmmmm, someone drove possible, to jump from a bed worse. Objective selfmy car into my room!" My on one side of the dorm evaluation is difficult, if not
dad also called up people on room to a bed on the other impossible. Therefore, if
the telephone. "Hello, I'm side of the room without you constantly procrastinate
Mr. Smith with Ace Truck touching the floor or the or think you procrastinate
ing Company, and I've got ceiling. The mattresses and only because you are lazy, I
your baby chicks here ready ceiling took a tremendous recommend counseling.
for delivery." The reply was beating, but it sure was fun! Procrastination is worth
People procrastinate be fighting because it can dam
usually, "I didn't order any
baby chicks!" My dad cause they do not seize their age your relationships, your
would say, "Well, they're time. An old saying goes, career and your spirit.
The Baptist Student
here, and I've got to deliver "If you fail to plan, you can
Union
is an organization
them. I'll be there in a plan on failing." By plan
minute." The angry answer ning your schedule, you that understands the impor
was, "You better not bring take control and seize time. tance of not procrastinating.
those chicks over here!" Unseized time gets wasted The worst procrastination is
Slam! Then my dad would doing stunts like the ones I when we procrastinate our
drive by the poor fellow's described above. By taking relationship to God. We
house and he'd usually be control of your time, you recommend making your
sitting out on his front porch limit the influence of degen spiritual walk and under
standing a priority. Do not
with a shot gun. What a way erates, crises, or your weak
nesses. Seizing time pre wait to think about Goc
to kill time!
when you are married or
My friend Tony Johnson vents procrastination.
about
to die; take time for
For people who occa
and I knew how to procras
God now.
tinate. We both took French sionally procrastinate, I
Want to talk about it?
class and noted how boring have two life-styles sugges
The Baptist Student Union
lesson tapes were in the lan tions that can limit this
has a free lunch every
guage lab. We decided to problem. First, buy a cal
Thursday noon at the BSU
alter the tapes and add some endar that you carry con
center,
located between the
French lessons that had very stantly. Most people buy a
Fine Arts Hall and
little to do with French. It calendar that is so big, they
Abercorn. See ya'there!
was difficult rigging the rarely carry it with them.

Repairman For AASU

By Anslee Willett
Is it just me or do you
also witness problems with
a number of water fountains
on campus? I admit it can
be comical to see someone
get unexpectedly squrted in
the face by his own doing.
It is, however, not usually
comical when this happens
to ourselves.
One morning I bent
down over a commonly
trusted fountain on my way
to class in hopes of getting
a refreshing swig of water.
I entered the classroom
looking like I had been
squirted with a kitchen sink
hose— my shirt had a
strange polka dot design and
my face resembled one that
had participated in a three
hour tennis match. I was a
little embarrassed.
Faculty and students
should be provided with
water fountains that are user
friendly and reliable. We
should not have to find
room temperature water in
the fountain upstairs in the
I I 1 I 11 I I 1 ITTT

library. We should not have
to feel apologetic when the
person nearby the fountain
we are using gets wet be
cause the water projects so
far into the corner that it
splatters off the fountain.
Imagine this situation:
you've hurried across cam
pus to get to your next class
on time. You head up the
stairs and stop at the water
fountain. Your finger is
pushing the button all the
way down. There's only
one problem— you don't
have a straw to suckup what
little water does come out,
so you go to class thirsty.
There is a fountain like this
on campus: beware.
It's a hard condition to
understand. Anew building
is under construction on
campus. An addition to the
parking lot was added over
the summer. We have a
fairly new sports center.
Why can't we have working
water fountains in each
building? Mr. Repairman,
we need you.
1I1IIIIIII

And then there are doors...
By BJ English
Along with malfunction
ing water fountains, tempera
mental toilets (that either re
quire holding the handle down
for ten seconds before they will
flush or else continue flushing
for five minutes before they are
through), add locked and stick
ing doors to your list of
troublesome maintenance free
(ie: we don't have the man
power to maintain them and
therefore pretend the problem
does not exist) items on cam
pus.
Mind you, the new weight
room, improved parking and
other such conveniences are
greatly appreciated, but has
any one ever tried to take the
stairs up to the second floor of
the Sports Complex (ie: hu
man size rat maze) Center?
Despite the fact that people
usually go there to exercise,
they are not allowed to use the
stairs as the stairwells are al
most always kept locked, ap

parently to prevent burglars
from running off with the run
ning track, which is about the
only thing of value, outside of
a half ton gymnastics mat that
must have seen better days.
I personally think the Psy
chology department is behind
it all. Maybe they have been
doing a secret experiment to
see which humans will persist
at entering locked doors and
which will walk away in dis
gust or despair.
I've personally watched
elderhostelers miss lunch on
weekends because only one of
the twenty or more doors lead
ing into the cafeteria was left
unlocked.
Maybe this was designed
as a theft deterrent, but you'd
think if someone was intent
on stealing something out the
lunch room, they'd probably
just break a window when no
one was there to catch them.
Oh well, another of life's mys
teries yet to be solved...

college concerns
Oddball Scholarships Search
For Students To Fit Their Mold
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Dental Hygiene takes the
Fright out of Getting Your
Teeth Cleaned!

By Colleen DeBaise
was even a scholarship for with his sister, and unmarCollege Press Service
a "lady of the night." The ried
woman
named On Thursday, October 31st, served primarily for chil
LEWISBURG, Pa. — award stemmed from a Gertrude. Both were the dental hygiene depart dren.
All four years at a Pennsyl judge's efforts to clear Bucknell alums who weren't ment in Ashmore Hall will
The dental students will
vania high school, Jennifer Seattle's streets by giving on any sports teams,
be offering free teeth clean be dressed in Halloween
Parisella ran varsity track prostitutes a cash incentive
Upon his death in 1963, ing for area children.
costumes and areencourag
and cross country, and urged to trade night work for col- Deppen left $1 million to the
Students at AASU can ing their patients to do so
her teams on as a cheer lege courses.
university for students who get their teeth cleaned free as well.
leader.
The
scholarship are not "habitual users" of at the clinic by scheduling an
What better way totake
Now she's trading in her bombed, most likely be- alcohol, tobacco or narcotrunning sneakers and pom cause women had to be ics and who "shall not par- appointment at 927-5309, the fright out of going to the
pons for free tuition at convicted and acknowledge ticipate in strenuous athletic but Halloween Day is re- dentist?
Bucknell University.
it in their applications.
contests."
Parisella, a 17-year-old
Another award ran into
The university considers
freshman, won an unusual trouble because of its un "strenuous athletic contests"
Bucknell scholarship for sightly name. For a while, to be varsity sports, said
Mt.Carmel (Pa.) High the International Boar Se- Kathie Dibell, associate diSchool graduates who men Scholarship offered rector of public relations at
promise not to smoke, drink $500 to Future Farmers of Bucknell.
HOLLYWOOD ... Talk about
a romp Goldie Hawn,
or "engage in strenuous ath America who planned to
"If a Student wants to P®letic contests."
study swine management. play a weekend game of golf
Without the rather unusual
"There was a lot of pro or tennis, or go bowling, he are simply super and all the while
award, Parisella couldn't test over that one," said Joe Or she can still be a Deppen seemingly having a ball. Goldie, as
an aging movie star with overly
afford the $26,000 yearly Gargiulo, public relations scholar," she said.
price tag at bucknell, her director at National ReAt Juniata College, the P«mM-upHps, Diane and Bette as
first choice for college.
search Scholarship Service Beckley award fsgiren to a
^ to
"It was tough coming which compiles an annual student who is needy, aca- watching them. Each performance is
GOLDIE HAWN
here [but] they offered me "Top
wA strange
tlu) while UICII
list of
left--" aa o
gem,
their ciisciuuic
ensemble avllll]^
acting IS
is ^^^^
* vr 10" 1101
ouaiigk/ demically
ULiiiiLdllj eligible
UilglUlC and
dilU 1CIL
s
ieer
an unbelievable deal," she awards. "But they just handed. According to the * delight. And it doesn't stop G. of Waco, Texas: Yes. Mary
said, adding that even her changed the name."
college, the fund was Started here' ween. "ec!{"rt as Diane's Steenburgen was once married to
T
•
,
..
,
„
.
mom, Maggie Smith as a dowager Malcolm McDowell, and it i s intern cnma cnror
books are covered. "I'm not
In some cases, what is by Mr. and Mrs. Frederick socialite, Stephen Collins, Bronson esting that they should both debut
paying anything to go here." perceived as an "unusual" Beckley, two southpaws Pinchot,
* Dan
«—*»--»
... season in new serie
...
Hedaya are all at...
the this
s. Hers "Ink,"
Every year, hundreds of scholarship is simply an who fell in love after they top of their form with Rob Reiner, his "Pearl" ... Things look better as
oddball endowments like award created by a univer- were paired together on Kate Burton and others in bits just far as Robert Downey's drug
to join in the fun. And if you want in rehabilitation is going, but he faces
the Bucknell scholarship are sity alumnus desiring to Juniata's tennis team,
on the action, join "The First Wives sentencing Nov. 6th and could get
offered to college students help a student very much
"As a member of Left Club- five
years imprisonment for felony
who might not fit the tradi like him or herself, accord- handers International once Chalk up another one for SIR An- and misdemeanors. Hopefully, he
tional mold of high school ing to
noted, "The only American thony Hopkins. Pablo Picasso lives can handle whatever ... Clint
again through his magnificent Eastwood is second only to Pablo
valedictorian of superstar Gargiulo.
institution that currently fa portrayal of the fiery artist who lived Picasso the way he loves women,
athlete.
"Good students, and vors left-handers is the high well into his 90s, siring children and and leaves them. Who can condone
The Scholarships may medical, dental, law and way
toll
booth, ruining women s lives along the the way he's treated his first wife,
be wacky and weird, but psychology [students] are the college said in a state way. For the average moviegoer, Sondra, and Frances, and Heaven
they'll put cold, hard cash all pretty-well-covered," he ment. "With the Beckley Surviving Picasso is an excellent only knows how many others? I am
in your pocket... if you're said. "Then, all of asudden, award, however, this over film. For art aficionados, it s Hog not an admirer of Mr. Eastwood ...
Heaven, superbly mounted, Aside to Roberta G. of Seattle,
the right candidate.
take a person like me."
looked minority will find at photographed and acted. Newcomer Wash.: Wherever did you hear that?
At North Carolina State
Gargiulo, a first-gen least one educational insti Natascha McElhone as Francoise, Gwyneth and Brad are still tied
University, students can win eration American, grew up tution behind them."
the woman with whom he lived the tightly at the hips. No sign of trouble
$8,000 each year if their last with an Italian father and a
a n?eSt' ma . an ausP*c'°us debut, in Paradise. No sign of a wedding
Unusual gifts, in fact, are And
no, Virginia. I do not rave on either. As for them costarring in a
name is Gatlin or Gatling. Mexican mother and often nothing new to Juniata. The
ike this about all movies. Haven't flick, I'll have to find out about that
Whirly Girls Scholarships drew fire from teachers be late Will Judy, publisher of you read me on the subject of for you... Maybe before his career is
worth @2,000 are awarded cause he couldn't read or Chicago's "Dog World" violence and bloodshed, car chases over, Keanu Reeves will have made
to women pursuing careers write English well.
a fi'm named for every state. Todate,
magazine, donated funds for afi»iT-c0.tKT?ni(i!K?
^
PIECES:
Coffee
siphe's
been in "Prince of Pennsylas helicopter pilots.
"If I were to give a a room in Juniata's Lesher
pers at Starbucks in the San Fernan- vania," "My Own Private Idaho"and
There's college scholar scholarship," he said, "I'd Hall in h onor of his "titiando Valley were treated to a bit of his latest "Feeling Minnesota" ...
ships for dwarfs, fat people, be interested in another per tressed" wife. The dorm lagmappe when Bob Hope came Aside to Kelley G. of Tulsa, Okla.:
veteran golf caddies, left- son who had problems wit room is stillreserved for red in with his son, Tony. The 93-year- You really remember well. Yup,
old icon shook hands all 'round and Stephen Collins who plays Diane
handed freshman and even the language. You would headed students only.
signed autographs whenever asked. Keaton's husband in "The First
children of parents who host say that's unusual.' Not to
Inen he too sat down and sipped ... Wives Club" did play Bette
Tupperware home parties. me it isn't."
thrilled than Midler's husband in "Stella" ... I'm
°"e.c?uJ.d 1x5
The David Letterman schol
That's the case at
; -r^ |C oWa, a ut being cast told besides antiques and other old
in Jungle Book II" shooting in collectibles, Streisand loves dried
arship at Ball State Univer Bucknell, where the schol
Kenya and Sn Lanka. An avid and roses. Bunches and bunches
sity is for a telecommunica arship for teetotaling, nonwell-accredited photographer, he's throughout her house ... Shirley
tions major with an "aver athletic types was donated
planning safari shoots and other trips Jones at the opening of "The
age yet creative" mind.
by a frugal bachelor named
behind the camera when he's not in Heiress" at the Ahmanson Theater
For a short while, there Joseph Deppen who lived
front of ... I m not much of a tube with her son Patrick Cassidy andhis

JILL JACKSON'S

HOLLYWOOD

On average, every seventh watcher, but am enjoying Bill wife, Melissa. Whereeee's Marty?
wave is a big one.
Cosby S return ... Aside to Henrietta
©1990 by King Features Synd.

entertainment
Campus Union
Board Attends
NACA Conference

from a foam dance party to
inflatable laser tage was on
display.
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Explore The Civil
War From An
African American
Soldier's Perspective

By J. Dion Couch
A"BUZZ" About
James "Sparky" Rucker
The AASU Campus
The
Coffee
House!
will
perform "The Blue and
Union Bo ard (CUB) spent
Coffee
House
Atlantic
was
the
Grey in Black and
a weekend in Charlotte,
N.C. recently for the Na a success! Over 70 people White" Saturday, October
tional Association for Cam turned out on a Fridaynight 19th at 7:30pm in theAASU
pus Activities Southeast for an evening of entertain Fine Arts Auditorium. The
Regional Conference. CUB ment! The Nudes - guitar Visual and Performing Arts
went with th e goal of find and cello that rock - opened Committee is sponsoring
ing quality, affordable, the show at 8 for a rousing this historic costumed epic.
multi-cultural entertainment 45 minute set. The audience After twenty-nine years of
to bring to Armstrong. enjoyed flavored coffees international touring, nine
Three days of showcases, provided by Aramark and record releases, and
extremely bad food and danishes purched by Em mainstage credits at every
some informative education cees. Buzz Sutherland major folk festival in the
sessions brought our del came out next and cracked United States and Canada,
egation together as a team. the crowd up with his com Sparky Rucker is now rec
The delegation consisted of edy - the Donald Duck hav ognized as a leading per
JAMES "SPARKY" RUCKER
Dion Couch, Program Co ing sex was particularly former and commentator on Singer, Folklorist, Story teller and Humorist
ordinator; Van Bu i, Senate funny! After Buzz taught a African-American folk cul To Perform at AASU - October 19th at 7:30 p.m.
Rep to CUB, Sean Connelly couple of AASU students ture. A Flying Fish record
in the Fine Arts Auditorium
- SGA Vice President, Lori how to dance, he departed ing artist, Sparky Rucker is
Williams - SGA Treasurer, and on came the Nudes to known for his deft abilities
Ramona Harmon - VAPAC close out theevening. Since as a singer, historian, folkChairperson,Jason Herndon this went over well, the lorist, storyteller, and down- Open Door Chairman, Campus Union Board will home humorist. His Civil
Arian Camilleri - Rock Me consider another one next War and Genealogical re
Productions Chairman, and quarter. Great job Heather search is especially notable.
and
Arian This show is free to AASU
Heather Whitley - Emcees Whitley
students, faculty and staff.
Chairperson. Several acts Camilleri!
previewed had performed at
Armstrong in the past, such
as 1964 The Tribute, adeadon Beatles tribute band. A
couple of the acts we sub
mitted a strong interest in
Studio A is now open in to an antenna so wecould
were "The Donald Lawrence featuring satellite television have Monday Night FootTri-City Singers", a group on the big screen! 44chan- ball parties, etc!
of 18 singers who had been nels are currently available
In order tochange channominated for a Grammy ranging from ESPN to nels you need to come into
award and an NAACP Im- Home Shopping Network to the Student Activities office Heather Whitley challenges gravity on the big slide!
age Award and comedian the SciFi Network! Due to to borrow the remote conMike Rayburn who com- congressionl restrictions trol. Eventually a remote
bines comedy with stellar channels that are available will be mounted in Studio
guitar work
over the local airwaves - A for you channel surfers
In the NACA Exhibit ABC, CBS, Fox, NBC, and that don't want to get up to
Hall the participating col- PBS are not allowed to be change the channel. A cornleges manned an exhibit picked up on our satellite, plete channel listing is
booth to show off promo- By the end of the year stu- posted on the Studio A door,
tional materials and each
activities hopes to hook Enjoy the shows!

Couch Potato Nirvana Studio A Goes Into Orbit!

dent

schools individual ideas
AASU glow in the dark yo
yo's from last years'
Bandemonium were popu
lar items and didn't last long
on our t able. The novelty
showcase demonstrated dif
ferent "fun" things to bring
to your college. Everything

PARTIAL LISTING OF DIRECT SATELLITE STATIONS
202 CNN LIVE
203 COURT
204 HEADLINE NEWS
205 DIRECT TV - SPECIAL
EVENTS
206 ESPN #1
208 ESPN #2
212 TNT "TURNER TV"

215 E! "ENTERTAINMENT"
227 THE CARTOON
NETWORK
246 CNBC
258BRAV "BRAVO';
307 OL "OUTDOOR LIFE"
317 SPORTS SOUTH
Jason Herndon and Ramona Harmon exhibiting AASU
NETWORK
memorabilia at NACA Conference.

For a ™mn1ete listing of channels see page 12 of this issue.

organization news
Did You Know?
1) As of July 1,1996, the new Office of In
ternational Student Services is providing
you with information about opportunities to
study abroad and much more. Come see us!
2) The International Students' Organiza

tion has been revitalized. If you are inter
ested in meeting people from around the
world, "Join the Club" !!!
For more information, contact
Gary Guillory at 927-5271.

Page 8
^Some helpful hints for Clubs and Organizations:

^

Plan your meetings well i n advance. Invite guests one-on-one: it's harder to
turn down a real person than to pretend you didn't see a flyer.
Remember to provide a time and location on flyers- maps are helpful to those
new to the campus.
Do not paste flyers on glass doors. Always use masking tape, as scotch tape
will take the paint off the walls! Do not staple flyers on to bulletin boards, use
thumb tacks instead.
Ask professors to announce your meeting in class.
Try to greet guests personally and learn more about their interests. If you see
that someone is shy or uncomfortable, make a personal effort to offer your help
or friendship, but do not be overbearing.
If you provide food and drinks, remember that some students are vegetarians,
diabetics or are health conscious. Try to offer a variety of snacks and drinks to
make everyone feel welcome!!

Dayught Savings

E
O

nds on
ctober

S
27

Tm

unday,
th!

Armstronq Atlantic SlaleUniversity

Wesley Fellowship
Submitted by Rebekah Sigler

"Do not forget to entertain
strangers, for by so doing
some people have enter
tained angels without knowing it. " ( He brewsl3:2)

For the month of Octo
ber we are discussing how
to remain a Christian on
Campus and beyond the
campus environment. We
Wesley Fellowship has discuss contemporary is
geared up for another year. sues that affect our lives
We have a lot of events such as premarital sex,
planned and hope to see you abortion, the role that
there!
Christians play in govern
For those of you who ment, and more. This is a
don't know about Wesley time to discuss, reflect, and
Fellowship, it is a Christian learn.
organization that is founded Upcoming events are the
by the United Methodist following:
Church. The Wesley Fel • October 25th - go to the
lowship is named after the movies at the Evans' House
United Methodist minister (real movie theatre in their
John Wesley.
house)
You can find us at the • October 26th - serve as
Fine Arts building in room volunteer at Pumpkin Patch
206 from 8:15 p.m. to 9:15 at W.I.U.M.C.
p.m. every Tuesday night. • November - Inner City
You can get in touch with Night Shelter - volunteer to
Wesley "Captain" (Jo-Anne serve sandwiches and soup
Seymour) by calling (912) from 11:30 to 12:30
on
925-1958.
Saturday.

Organizational Meeting
Tli UPSdag, Octobep 24
at hOOM in the AASU Sports Center.
Open to all students graduate and
undergraduate.
Sponsored kg Intramurals & Recreation.
For mote information Contact Lgnn Rokerts
at 921-2080, or Sue Hendricks at
356-1387.

intramurals
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The Great College

BEGINNING
OCTOBER 21

Drive-In Movie"
FEATURE
DATE/TIME

Do you enjoy exercise? Do you want to begin an exercise program, but lack the
motivation to start? If you answered yes to either of t hese questions, then the Fall

LOCATION

Fitness Challenge is for you. Fall Fitness Challegees will receive a drink bottle for
participation. Participate in physical activity three times per week for 5 weeks and
qualify for the grand prize drawing to be held on Monday, November 25, at 12:00.

SPONSOR

Sports Center Parking Lot
Open Door Productions

Fitness Challenge Registration Cards will be available in the PE Office through
October 21.

For more information contact Lynn Roberts or Kathryn Hall at

921-2080.

Body Sculpting
Tuesday & Thursday
Noon
Sports Center North Balcony

Aerobics
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Noon
Sports Center North Balcony

Sponsored by Intramurals & Recreation
For more information call Lynn Roberts at 921-2080
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Campus N ews From Rround The Nat ion
AmeriCorps Funded renovation, child immuni- name.
porter, blasted Cal State Chief U.S. District Judge D.
For Another Year
zation and neighborhood Wendi Williams, a 1985 University-Northridge's de- Brook Bartlett c ondemned
watches' in "lore than 430 Miami alumnus, said she cision to invite Duke to an the university's actions in
By College Press Service
WASHINGTON
programs across the coun- was glad the "degrading" affirmative-action debate, thecase.
try
AmeriCorps survived the
'The educatl°nal vouch- nickname
had
been calling the campus debate "No human being should
budget battle in Congress— ers can be used to cover the dropped.
"nothing but a sham."
treat another one the way he
COStS
f
colIege
or
voca
but will receive no funding
°
~ "Calling our teams the In a statement, Wilson said (Phillips) allegedly treated
tl0nal
sch
o1
and
to
a
increases in the coming fis°
P Y Redskins used to make me "the debate surrounding her," Bartlett said, "and no
back student loanscal year.
feel like I was going to Proposition 209, the Cali- respectable university
For
more
in
House and Sena te negotiaf°rmation on the school on the set of some fomia Civil Rights Initiative should be condoning this
tors agreed to give AmeriCorPs' check out ^ bad Wild West movie star- ... is nothing but a sham, a kind of behavior. I mean,
at
AmeriCorps the same website
http:// ring Ronald Reagan," she phony setup by the oppo- this matter should result in
amount of money as it re- www.cns.gov.
said.
nents of CCRI to manipu- a substantial investigation
late
voters into equating into the University of Neceived in fiscal 1996, vot....
ing Sept. 24 to provide Miami University
Cal State Students
Prop. 2 09 with racism and braska as to how they—
$402.5 million for the Cor- Drops Redskin Name Protest Appearance
hatred.
what are they in the business
Mr
Duke
does
not
re
re
of
doing UP there?"
poration f or National Ser- By College Press Service
Qf Ex-Klansman
"
P "
sent
vice, which oversees Ameri- OXFORD,
Ohio—No By College Press Service
the pro-209 committee Phillips, who pleaded guilty
r
tbe
v'ews op tbose wbo to misdemeanor trespass
Corps.
longer will Miami Univer- LOS ANGELES Police in °
0Se
The Ho use of Representa- stty (Ohio) sports teams be rjot gear were caued jn sept °PP
race-based prefer- and assault in an attack last
ence
r
tives voted in June to kill the nicknamed "Redskins."
25 to break up students proP °grams>" Wilson September on McEwen,
program. But the Senate Citing respect for the Indian testing the appearance of Said" "Further'1 reJect en" was placed on probationfor
later voted to give tnbe for which the univer- former Ku Klux Klan leader tirdy the racist past and a yean The university susAmeriCorps the same level sity is named, Miami trust- David Duke at California present °f Mr' Duke [who] pended him for six games"
of funding as last year after ees voted Sept. 25 to drop State
University
at hasdemonstratedhimselfto But the university's decision
be a batemonger and a to reinstate him on the footPresident Clinton threat- the 70-year-old "Redskins" Northridge.
bal1 team before
Iast
ened to veto any bill elimi- team nickname.
CSUN's student senate big0t"
natingit.
The decision followed a re- voted 12-11 to invite the ^dson sa*d CSUN's stu- season's national championThe funds do not approach quest last July from the former Louisiana legislator dent senate and affirmative ship game drew fire from
the $544 million sought by 1600-member Miami Tribe to a Sept. 25 debate with Joe actl°n supporters were do- advocates for domestic
President Clinton in his of Oklahoma.
Hicks, a civil rights activist mg "a great disservice" by abuse victims and other
1997
budget.
But The tribe acknowledged and executive directorof the wrongly Abating Duke groups.
AmeriCorps administrators that the nickname signified Los Angeles-based Multi- WIth the proposition, adding Nebraska Chancellor James
say they are relieved with "courage, self-discipline, cultural Collaborative. But that students were entitled to Moeser issued a statement
the outcome.
respect, kindness, honesty Duke's paid appearance an- a reasonable debate.
Sept. 26 defending the
"AmeriCorps lives," said and love by generations of gered many students and
university's handling of the
Harris Wofford, CEO of the young student athletes .. . minoirty activitists, who Former Nebraska
Phillips case.
P
a
Corporation for National [however] society changes, were upset that the self- ' y Settles Suit
Apparently the judge was
Service. "With both sides of and wbat was intended to be avowed white supremacist By College Press Service
unaware of the steps we ve
the ais le agreeing that the a tribute is no longer per- was given a forum to ex- KANSAS CITY, Mo.— already taken in dealing
era o f big government is ceived as positive by some." press his vjews.
Former Nebraska running with negative student beover, America is calling for The trustees voted 7-1 with Dozens of police officers, back Lawrence Phillips has haviors, he said. Far from
one abstention to drop the
aP°l°getic, I am very proud
an era of great citizens."
some on horseback, used settled a civil lawsuit filed
About 25,000 college stu- name. The lone dissenter, batons to disperse thecrowd by a former girlfriend who °f the strong stand this unidents are enrolled in the Trustee William Gunlock, after fighting erupted out- said that he struck her and versity has taken in dealing
AmeriCorps program, said he would "be aRedskin side the student union where dragged her down a stair- WIth those complex issues."
which p rovides education as Iong as the wind blows." the debate was held. A few well.
Moeser referred to a Nevouchers worth $4,725 in Interestingly, the tribe did demonstrators pelted police Kate McEwen, a University raska task force created in
exchange for one year of not ask the university to with rocks, and several of Nebraska junior and bas- the past year to examine the
community service.
change its logo, which is a people were injured. Ac- ketball player, had sought university s handling of stuThe program is a "nonpar- red Indian ProfiIecording to a Reuters report, unspecified damages for dent misconduct, ranging
tisan, cost-effective way to Instead the tribal council some protestors chanted, sexual assault, battery, kid^shonesty
The
engage citizens in commu- urged the university "to con- ..QO HOME, KKK."
napping, assault, false im- £ ™^
nitv nrohlpm-solvinp " tinue use of the respectful Some of the harshest critics pnsonment, emotional dis- reported that the university
Wofford added
and dignified portrayal of 0f Duke's appearance were tress and violation of her does not glve preferential
The 3-year-old AmeriCorps the Indian chief as its logo proponents of Proposition rights, in attacks that happrogram is recruiting thouas a reminder to all of
209, the Nov. 5 California pened wh.le both were N esands of students to annlv
shared heritage of Mi- ballot proposition that braska students , according ance policy on abusive or
and
the

for its Class of 1997 whfeh

University and the Mi- would ban race and gender to a petition obtained by the ^nt behavi(|rFhl llf
Z11
f
n ami Tribe of Oklahoma."
preferences in all state hir- Kansas City Star.
^™ n i n g
beginsitsyearofserviceon
In.^^ wQrk fng and coUege admission, Terms of the settlement back for the St. Louis Rams.
w

ami

, "
,
with the tribe and almuni to California Gov. Pete Wil- were not disclosed.
He signed a multimilliondollar contract with the
mbers perform commu_
09
supAccording
to
a
transcript,
team nick
Proposition 2
y
nity service, such as house cnouse ^
Rams in July.
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announcements
AASU Community
Band to Perform
The band will be playing at
the TybeeIsland Pier on Oc
tober 27 at 4:00p.m. The af
ternoon will include sym
phonic, patriotic, and beach
music all played by the
Armstrong Atlantic State
University Community
Band. Featured composers
include John Philip Sousa,
Henry Fillmore, and Alfred
Reed. Admission is free. For
further information call
927-5325.

Quilts and Weavings
Show and Weaving
Workshop

The Anthropology Club wishes to
thank all those who visited them at
their booth on Celebrate AASU Day.
Their next meeting will be held dur
ing the lunch break hour on Thes
October 22 in Victor Hall Room 202.

Tales of Terror III
The AASU masquers and
the Flannery O'Connor
House will be presenting
Tales of Terror III on Octo
ber 25-27. The evening will
be filled with readings from
the masters of macabre in
cluding Edgar Allen Poe,
Washington Irving, and
Jack London. The shows
begin at 7:30 atthe Flannery
O'Connor House. There is
no admission fee, but reser
vations are required. Donations to the Flannery
O'Connor House are wel
come. For reservations or
more information please
call (912)927-5289 between
9:00 am and 5:00 pm Mon
day through Friday.

AASU will host an exhibi
tion of Quilts by Beverly
Jarvis, first place winner of Atlanta Motor Speedway
the wallhanging category at Offers College Student
the 1996 Calico Stitchers
Discount Admission
Quilt Gild Show, and
Weavings by Francis Sand HAMPTON, Ga - College stu
ers, nationally known dents interested in race car driv
weaving artist. The show ing can obtain entrance to the At
will be in the Fine Arts Gal lanta Motor Speedway, Friday,
November 8 for only $5 with
lery form October 28- No valid college photo I.D.

The new officers elected are: Chief: Linda Awe,
Sub-Chiefs: Rebecca Jackson and Benito Taruffi
Shamans: Treva Fitzgerald and Jennifer Wise,
Elder: Rebecca Dunne. Congratulations to all!
The Anthropology club is open to allinterested
students, no matter what their major is.
The club is planning an exciting year of events,
including bringing in local archeological ex
cavation guest speakers to campus.

If WE ONLY
KNEW TUE N
WUKT VC
KNOW NoW,
EW, TO MMY

E-WUL SEaurWCN&kOLCOM

vember 11. A reception is Regular admission is $20. Race

scheduled for October 29,
from noon to 1:30.
In conjunction with the
show, Francis Sanders will
present a workshop "Color
and Design in Warp-Face
Rep Weave" for Intermedi
ate to Advanced Weavers,
October 29 and 31, from
1:30-4:20. Anyone inter
ested in attending the work
shop should call Rachel
Green at 921-7419 to re
serve a space.
These events are sponsored
by the AASU Campus
Union Board and are free
and open to the public.

AASU Equestrian Team
The AASUET will hold and
Organizational Meeting
Thursday, October 24 at
noon in the AASU Sports
Center. The meeting is open
to all students graduate and
undergraduate. The team is
sponsored by Intramurals
and Recreation. For more
information contact Lynn
Roberts at 921-2080, or Sue
Hendricks at 356-1387.

car drivers will be attempting to
break the track record of 185.83
m.p.h. set by Greg Sacks two
years ago. For more information,
call the Atlanta Motor Speedway
ticket office at (770) 946-4211.

ATLANTA
MOTOR
SPEEDWAY

S.T.A.R.S.
Students Taking Active
Responsibility for Success
continued Fall Schedule:
October 24 - Decision Making
Jan Jones
October 29 - Applying to
Graduate School
Lori Durant
November 7 -Stress Management
Lynn Benson
November 12 - Communication
Skills
Lynn Benson
November 14 - Values
Jan Jones

November 19 - Community
Resources Jan Jones
Workshops will be held int he Ca
reer Library in the Division of
Student Affaris.

(Studio c f
ISig Screen JV Jnside the Cafeteria
DIRECT SATELLITE STATIONS
202
203
204
205
206
208
212
213

CNN LIVE
COURT
HEAD LINE NEW S
DIRECT TV - SPECIAL EVENTS
ESPN #1
ESPN #2
TNT 'TURNER TELEVISION
HSN "HOME SHOPPING
NETWORK"
214 HGTV "HOME AND GARDEN TV"
215 E! "ENTERTAINMENT"
216 MUH "MUCH MUSIC"
217 BET "BLACK ENTERTAINMENT TV"
219 AMC "AMERICAN MOVIE
CHANNEL"
220 TCM "COUNTRY MUSIC"
221 A&E " ARTS AND ENTERTAIMENT"
222 HIST "HISTORY CHANNEL"
225 DISCO "DISCOVERY CHANNEL"
226 TLC "THE L EARNING CHANNEL"
227 THE C ARTOON NETWORK
229 USA "NETWORK"
230 TRIO "NETWORK"
232 FAM " THE FAMILY CHANNEL"

235 TNN " THE NASHVILLE NETWORK"
236 CMT "COUNTRY MUSIC
TELEVISION"
240 SCFI "SCIENCE FICTION
NETWORK"
242 CSP 1 " C-SPAN 1"
243 CSP 2 "C-SPAN 2"
245 BIT "BLOOMBERG DIRECT "
246 CNBC
247 MSBC "ALL TALK"
248 TWC "WEATHER CHANNEL"
250 NW! "WORLD NEWS"
252 FN/F
254 TRAV "THE TRAVEL NETWORK"
258 BRAV "BRAVO"
300 DIRECT TV SPORTS
306 SV "SPEED VISION NETWORK"
307 OL "OUTDOOR LIFE"
315 KDL "PRIME SPORTS SHOW"
316 SPTS "HOME TEAM SPORTS"
317 SPORTS SOUTH NETWORK
318 SUN "SUNSHINE NETWORK"
324 MSC "MIDWEST SPORTS CHANNEL"
325 PSSW "PRIME SOUTH NETWORK"
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Teaching History's Important Lessons
(NAPS)—Will our children be
able to end war?
Not without facing history, say
two remarkable children's books.
While it might be a natural ten
dency to want to shield children
from learning about war, there are
some important lessons that can
not be learned without exploring
its dynamics.
These books, for children 6 to 9
years, help define the insidious
nature of war and how it affects
everyone, from child to adult.
"There is only one way to answer
the question, "When will war end?',
and that is to face history and learn
from our mistakes," said publisher
Yaacov Peterseil. "It is a good sign
that children still ask this question,
but we have to be sure that our
answers are better than the ques
tion itself, that the fears of war are
outweighed by the hope of peace."
These books can help parents
come up with the right answer
Best Friends by Elisabeth Reuter,
tells the Holocaust-era story of two
German schoolgirls, one Christian
and one Jewish. As Nazi propaganda
insidiously intrudes into their class
room, starting with portraits of
Hitler and followed by the system
atic degrading of Jewish kids like
Judith, her best friend Lisa is con
fronted with the very real dilemma:
Do I fight the stream or join it?
Without overburdening children
with war's horrors, this simple

human story challenges them to
think about "different kinds of peo
ple and how they are accepted,
rejected or reacted to because of who
they are."
The End of War by Irmela Wendt
poses the age-old question: "Will
war ever end?" by using the bibli
cal Cain and Abel story. Cain is por
trayed as the ultimate source of war
fare and mayhem, unleashed
throughout history as a rampaging
juggernaut. Only when he returns
to his own roots, remembering the
brother whose life he took, is he
capable of shedding the jaded armor
of war and rediscovering his own
humanity.
Pitspopany Press of Jerusalem,
Israel is the publisher of both these
books, which they have translated
from the German. It is certainly fit
ting that two countries preoccupied
with both the anguish of war and
the hope for peace should produce
such meaningful works.
The End of War and Best Friends
are available in local bookstores or
by calling toll-free 1-800-232-2931.
1690/newsbooks.tit/aevrsbooks.tif

Don't Forget! AASU will host an exhibition of Quilts by Beverly Jarvis
and Weavings by Francis Sanders, shown pictured above, in the Fine
Arts Gallery form October 28 through Nov 11 with a reception sched
uled for Tbesday, October 29 at 12 noon.

Carl Rowan's Commentary

Classifieds
Local Soccer Players
Quality Soccer Players needed for
local Men's Soccer Club - Please
call Chris at 238-3834 after 5 p.m.
Must be 18 or over to qualify.

LOST & FOUND
Lost and/or misplaced: one
Gulfstream large umbrella. Logo,
Wooden h andle with initials SD
or RHD. This was a gift. Please
return. Reward offered. Call 3538399. No questions asked.

HELP WANTED
Men/Women ea rn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/elec
tronic components at home. Ex
perience unnecessary, will train.
Imediate openings your local
area.
Call 1-520-680-7891EXTC200.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS
promoting SPRING BREAK
TRAVEL PACKAGES!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com

Some of Bob Dole's advisers are
telling him that he hasonly one hope
of wiping out B ill Clinton's lead in
the current contest f or the presiden
cy: go all out in attacking Clinton as
a man of sordid character who can
not be trusted on anything.
Former Education Secretary Bill
Bennett and others insist that the
place where Clinton is really vul
nerable is in the areas of marital in
fidelity, s hady business and political
deals, and failure to keep promises to
those most loyal to him. They tell
Dole that the sexual accusations
against Clinton by Gennifer Flowers
and Paula Jones, the multiplicity of
Whitewater charges, and Clinton's
choice of an adviser such as Dick
Morris (now of hooker-hiring
notoriety) are all legitimate cam
paign issues in a contest for the
White House.
So far, Dole, who has a false
reputation for being mean, has
rejected this advice, insisting that he
will not be part of an atta ck on the
personal lives of either the president
or his wife, Hillary.
But the advocates of some downand-dirty verbal assaults on Clinton
got some encouragement when two
highly-respected members of the
president's official "family"
resigned, saying ineffect that they no

longer trusted him, or respected him
as a policy-maker.
Peter Edelman and Mary Jo Bane,
both assistant secretaries of the
Department of Health and Human
Services, resigned in protest against
Clinton's signing of a Republicansponsored bill to "reform" welfare in
America. Edelman said the bill
would increase poverty in America.
Bane said her"deep concerns"about
the impact of this legislation "have
led me to conclude that I cannot con
tinue to serve" this administration.
A third high-ranking HHS official,
Wendell E. Primus, quit in August,
protesting Clinton's signing a bill
that Primus said would push another
million American children into
poverty.
In all three resignations, the driv
ing principle clearly is that Edelman,
Bane and Primus believe that Clin

ton has betrayed them and principles
they thought he stood for, so they
cannot trust him anymore. This is
particularly telling in the case of
Edelman, whose wife Marian
Wright Edelman heads the
Children's Defense Fund, where Hil
lary Clinton once was a board mem
ber. The Edelmans have long been
considered close personal friends of
the Clintons.
If Dole decides to adopt the "attack
dog" approach to campaigning, he
will have to go after Clinton in the
most personal of ways. Quitesimply,
he will have to try to undermine the
incumbent totally, convincing the
public that Clinton is so flawed of
character, so bereft of honor, so un
worthy of our trust tha t he must be
thrown out of the Oval Office.
But no one has given Dole believ
able evidence that such a campaign
would help him overtake Clinton.
There was evidence during the
Republican convention that personal
attacks on the Clintons backfired.
The sad result i s that Clinton can
cruise along toward re-election,
never absorbing the full import o f
what these resignations say about
him as a national leader — and as a
man.
CI996 by King Feature* Synd.

sports
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The Inside Track on the
Inside Track!
By Tony Menendez
. Have you ever won
The indoor track is lo
dered how far you were ac cated on the second floor of
tually walking/running on the Sports Center. fI you are
the indoor track upstairs in a freshman in your first
the AASU Sports Complex quarter trying to avoid the
Center?
"Freshman 15" or just a
If you have, you are not person looking to stay in
the only one. Because of shape, you could walk/run
this, I set out with a few on the track 3 or 4 times a
measuring devices to look week for at least 20minutes
for the answer.
to help you stay looking
As most people prob thin and trim.
ably already know, there is
editor's note: rumor has
a piece of tape that has a it that you have to run on
mark of 220 yards a little the inside of the track to
before the start. I actually make the220 yard distance.
measured that distance and If you run in the middle or
the whole circumference of outside track, you actually
the track again and came run a little more distance
with a 235 yard distance than those running on the
around.
inside. If you are new to
So, you are probably walking or running on the
asking, what does this mean track, common courtesy
exactly? This means, that suggests you stay to the
you would have to walk/run outside when others are
around the track seven and passing.
a half times to equal one
If you are walking in a
mile.

Of course, there are
other alternatives than run
ning indoors on the track,
such as going to the fitness
center and using the tread
mill, cycling machines, and
stairmasters, but if you like
to walk or run and actually
be moving and getting
somewhere, the indoor track
could do for you.

PIRATE VOLLEY BALL ROSTER
1996
No.

Player

FR

S/DS

Savannah, GA

5'3"

4

Andrea Jany

FR

MH

Cologne, Germany

5' 11"

9

Tracy Fowler

JR

PH

Georgetown, Ontario

5'8"

11 Mylene Benito

SR

OH

Georgetown, Ontario

5'8"

10 Nicole Pappas

SO

DS

East Quogue, NY

5'8"

12 Betsy Richardson JR

MH

Savannah, GA

5'7"

S

Orlando, FL

5'7"

21 Amanda Shelton

JR

20 Dionelle Benito

SO

23 Efthemia
Papadopoulos

FR

group and someone runs up

Volleyball Schedule

NOVEMBER
Fri 1
Sal 9-Sun 10
Sal IS

LOCATION
Nagler
Sports Center
Pembroke Slate*
Pembroke, NC
Francis Marion*
Florence, SC
Fort Valley State
Fort Valley
Georgia Bash
Sports Center
USC Aiken'
Sports Center
Florida Community College Sports Center
Lady Pirate Invitational
Sports Center
Sav. College of Art A Desi gn Sports Center
Francis Marion'
Sports Center
USC Spartanburg'
Spartanburg, SC
Augusta'
Sports Center

TIME
3:00 pm
6:30 pm
1:00 pm
6:00 pm
TBA
7:00 pm
6:30 pm
TBA
7:00 pm
6:30 pm
2:00 pm
7:00 pm

Ragler
South Region Classic
Peach Belt Tournament

7:00 pm
TBA
TBA

'PEACH B aiAnkm Comma

St Augusts, Fl
Jacksonville
Sports Center

OH Georgetown, Ontarion
S/DS

Southbury, Conn.

5'6"

5'6"

AASU Cross Country
Program Alive and Well

behind you andyells, "track
please", it usually means
they want you to move to
the outside so that they can
pass.
Don't forget about the
free aerobics and body
sculpting classes at noon at
the north end (take the el
evator and go straight
ahead) of the running track.

OPPONENT

Height

Kathyrn Clark

1996

Tuesl
Fri 4
Sal 5
TuesB
Sat 12
Tues 15
Thurs 17
Sat 19-Sun 20
Tues 22
Wed 23
Sat 26
Tues 29

Hometown

3

Armstrong Atlantic State University
OCTOBER

CL. Position

AASU
(jVonteit's
Volleyball

Schedule.

By Tony Menendez
tional qualifier Patty
The men's and women's Kaplan, and Julie Wimercross-country team opened Long, a runner making the
its season back in early Sep All-Conference team in the
tember under 2nd year head Peach Belt.
coach Greg Wimer. The
But, even with just two
men's roster is as follows: returners, the ladies' team
Robert Sprinkle (senior), has run well thus far, with
Chris Boyce (junior), Keith a big at the Citadel Invita
McCage (junior) Chris tional under their belts.
Willis (junior), Ziad AbuLast year's men's team
Karam (sophomore), Nick finished fourth in the Peach
Deaton (sophomore), Eric belt, while the women's
Golden (freshman), and team finished second.
Tony Menendez (freshman).
This season, Coach
The lady's team consists Wimer has even higher ex
of Patty Kaplan (senior), pectations for both teams
Julie Wimer-Long (senior), and he knows their up to the
Aida Cordona (junior), task.
Yashika Burton (sopho
In a few weeks, confer
more), and Katie Graham ences will be coming up for
(freshman).
both the men's and
The cross country teams women's teams and we'll
have ran four meets thus far. see if Coach Wimer's run
The men's team, led by ners can meet his expecta
Chris Boyce, has won two tions.
out of the four meets: The
The Cross-Country
Citadel Invitational and team now has a web page
Winthrop Invitational.
on the Internet. You can
The women's team, is browse it under http://
comprised of only two re home.sprynet.com/spiynet/
turners from last season: na sprinkle/

just for fun
ROBOTMAN ® by Jim Mcddick
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The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World are: the Pyramids of Egypt at Giza; the Hanging
Gardens of Babylon (Iraq); the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus (Turkey); the Statue of Zeus at
Olympia, G reece; the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus (Turkey); the Colossus of Rhodes (an island in
the Aegean Sea); and the Lighthouse of Alexandria.

Creepy Marshmallows Treats
Spin A Web Of Fun

(NAPS)—With autumn season creeping up, now is the ideal time to
spin your web and make deliciously spooky treats that celebrate the
season. Around this time, little monsters expect to see ghoulish cre
ations, so lure them to your house with this simple-to-prepare recipe for
Chocolate Marshmallow Spiders.
The trick to this treat is using soft and fluffy KRAFT® Jet-Pu ffed®
Miniature Marshmallows. Combining sweet marshmallows with
creamy melted chocolate creates one of the most beloved taste sensa
tions. There's no doubt this creepy treat will leave your ghosts and gob
lins howling for more!
CHOCOLATE MARSHMALLOW SPIDERS
1 package (8 squares) semi-sweet baking chocolate

2 cups KRAFT8 Jet-Puffed® Miniature Marshmallows
black or red string licorice
assorted candies

J1

Microwave chocolate in large microwavable bowl on HIGH 2
minutes, stirring halfway through heating time. Stir until com
pletely melted. Add marshmallows; mix lightly until completely
coated. Drop by spoonfuls onto wax paper-lined tray. Decorate
with pieces of string licorice to create spiders' legs. Use addi
tional miniature marshmallows and candies to make eyes.
Refrigerate until chocolate is firm.

Makes 2 dozen.

tives In Congress.
Columbia three electoral votes.

m KINO Of "WE
A/ttG&VC PROWLS

THE TRML...

m
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"Ricky will help you work up
a routine and instruct you
on the machines."

VU.
\J
RUNN\NG
PRESiWNlj

the back page
UNIVERSITY2 by Frank Cho

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 P ealed
5 Enc lose snugly:
var.
10 Fail to make
contact with
14 Toward shelter
15 Reddis h purple
16 Roman: abbr.
17 Fly high
18 Map within a
map
19 Roman ruler
20 Allow
22 Send
24 Accumulate
26 Army bed
27 Send (orth
30 Abbreviate
34 Young boy
35 Free-tor-all
37 Daring
38 Distant
40 Lo ved ones
42 Fibs
43 Us ed a
stopwatch
45 Wooden box
47 Explosive
48 Least difficult
50 Small balls
52 Bad: pref.
53 Stage
54 Outdoor heat
producer
58 Vendor
62 Bread spread
63 Raccoon relative
65 D ell
66 Eons
67 TV personality
68 Give off
69 Tardy
70 Asparagus unit
71 Bodies of water

2

——

—

——
*

4

3

6

5

1
I

8

9

•

19

•
•
|
•F
•
•
•
F•
22

24

27

28

40

49

48
'

54
62
66~~
69"

55

31

52

56

45
1

rm

50

Wp3

•

—

ar

mm m
65

64

68

67"

1

75"

© 1996 Tribune Media Services. Inc
AH rights reserved.

10 Traveling
musician
11 Object
12 Indian dress
13 Coin opening
21 Muslim priest
23 Midday
25 Choose
27 Make happy
28 Tightly knit
group
29 John Quincy —
30 Angel
31 Banal
32 Happening
DOWN
33 Cozy places
1 Grating sound
36 Hearing organ
2 Medicinal plant 39 Levy again
3 Adjacent to
41 More reliable
4 Berlin resident
44 Unable to hear
5 Aped
46 Otherwise
49 Cuts into
6 Grown boy
7 Some sculptures
servings
8 At any time
51 Military
9 Disconnect
vacations

33

42

aa a
•
a1
|
a1
57

63

32

37

iw

44

43

GtffSjZ
w-ifM

26"

25

39

38

23

29

35

34

TT" 12" 13

16

21

20

10

if
1

18"

17

I

7

15~

14
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71

59

60

61
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